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Activity #1: The Conditions in the South at the End of the War 

Directions (All Groups): For this activity, you have been assigned to a group with a document to 
review.  You will also use the interactive maps [temporarily located at 
http://civclients.com/nehint/recon/] in this activity.  Each group will first review an excerpt from Walt 
Whitman and a letter from General William T. Sherman, before moving on to examine their individual 
document and completing the accompanying worksheet. 

As you examine the Whitman excerpt, keep in mind that Whitman worked as a nurse with wounded 
Union soldiers while living in Washington, D.C. during the war.   He was so deeply moved by Abraham 
Lincoln’s assassination that, in response to it, he composed the famous poem, “Oh Captain! My 
Captain!”  He was strongly pro-Union, but also deeply troubled by the devastation of the war.  What 
does Whitman mean by saying that “the real war will never get in the books”?  Keeping Whitman’s 
point in mind, how can you come to a better understanding of the “real war”? 

As you read through Sherman’s letter addressed to the then mayor and members of the city council of 
Atlanta, Georgia consider his explanation for the devastation his army must bring.   Why does Sherman 
believe that the civilian population of Atlanta should vacate the city?   What does Sherman mean when 
he says “War is cruelty, and you cannot refine it . . .”?   

Consider these two statements as your group works through the selection from a Southern partisan who 
suffered through the devastation of the war.  How do they compare? 

Excerpt from Prose Works, by Walt Whitman (New York, 1892): 
http://teachingamericanhistory.org/library/index.asp?document=1723

And so good-by to the war. I know not how it may have been, or may be, to others—to me the main 
interest I found, (and still, on recollection, find,) in the rank and file of the armies, both sides, and in 
those specimens amid the hospitals, and even the dead on the field. To me the points illustrating the 
latent personal character and eligibilities of these States, in the two or three millions of American young 
and middle-aged men, North and South, embodied in those armies—and especially the one-third or one-
fourth of their number, stricken by wounds or disease at some time in the course of the contest—were of 
more significance even than the political interests involved. (As so much of a race depends on how it 
faces death, and how it stands personal anguish and sickness. As, in the glints of emotions under 
emergencies, and the indirect trait and asides in Plutarch, we get far profounder clues to the antique 
world than all its more formal history.)  

Future years will never know the seething hell and the black infernal background of countless minor 
scenes and interiors (not the official surface-courteousness of the Generals, not the few great battles) of 
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the Secession War; and it is best they should not—the real war will never get in the books. In the mushy 
influences of current times, too, the fervid atmosphere and typical events of those years are in danger of 
being totally forgotten. I have at night watch’d by the side of a sick man in the hospital, one who could 
not live many hours. I have seen his eyes flash and burn as he raised himself and recurr’d to the cruelties 
on his surrender’d brother, and mutilations of the corpse afterward. (See, in the preceding pages, the 
incident at Upperville—the seventeen kill’d as in the description, were left there on the ground. After 
they dropt dead, no one touch’d them—all were made sure of, however. The carcasses were left for the 
citizens to bury or not, as they chose.)

Such was the war. It was not a quadrille in a ballroom. Its interior history will not only never be 
written—its practicality, minutiae of deeds and passions will never be even suggested. The actual soldier 
of 1862-’65, North and South, with all his ways, his incredible dauntlessness, habits, practices, tastes, 
language, his fierce friendship, his appetite, rankness, his superb strength and animality, lawless gait, 
and a hundred unnamed lights and shades of camp, I say, will never be written—perhaps must not and 
should not be. 

Letter from General William T. Sherman to James M. Calhoun, September 1864 (Georgia): 
http://teachingamericanhistory.org/library/index.asp?document=1725

On September 2, 1864, the Union Army under General William T. Sherman captured the city of Atlanta.  
Sherman then issued a controversial order, commanding that the city’s entire population be removed 
from the city.  When the mayor and city council of Atlanta protested, Sherman composed the following 
letter, in which he sought to justify his decision to make the South’s civilian population feel the effects of 
the war. 

Gentlemen: I have your letter of the 11th, in the nature of a petition to revoke my orders removing all 
the inhabitants from Atlanta. I have read it carefully, and give full credit to your statements of the 
distress that will be occasioned, and yet shall not revoke my orders, because they were not designed to 
meet the humanities of the case, but to prepare for the future struggles in which millions of good people 
outside of Atlanta have a deep interest. We must have peace, not only at Atlanta, but in all America. To 
secure this, we must stop the war that now desolates our once happy and favored country. To stop war, 
we must defeat the rebel armies which are arrayed against the laws and Constitution that all must respect 
and obey. To defeat those armies, we must prepare the way to reach them in their recesses, provided 
with the arms and instruments which enable us to accomplish our purpose. Now, I know the vindictive 
nature of our enemy, that we may have many years of military operations from this quarter; and, 
therefore, deem it wise and prudent to prepare in time. The use of Atlanta for warlike purposes is 
inconsistent with its character as a home for families. There will be no manufactures, commerce, or 
agriculture here, for the maintenance of families, and sooner or later want will compel the inhabitants to 
go. Why not go now, when all the arrangements are completed for the transfer, instead of waiting till the 
plunging shot of contending armies will renew the scenes of the past month? Of course, I do not 
apprehend any such thing at this moment, but you do not suppose this army will be here until the war is 
over. I cannot discuss this subject with you fairly, because I cannot impart to you what we propose to do, 
but I assert that our military plans make it necessary for the inhabitants to go away, and I can only renew 
my offer of services to make their exodus in any direction as easy and comfortable as possible.
You cannot qualify war in harsher terms than I will. War is cruelty, and you cannot refine it; and those 
who brought war into our country deserve all the curses and maledictions a people can pour out. I know 
I had no hand in making this war, and I know I will make more sacrifices to-day than any of you to 
secure peace. But you cannot have peace and a division of our country. If the United States submits to a 
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division now, it will not stop, but will go on until we reap the fate of Mexico, which is eternal, war. The 
United States does and must assert its authority, wherever it once had power; for, if it relaxes one bit to 
pressure, it is gone, and I believe that such is the national feeling. This feeling assumes various shapes, 
but always comes back to that of Union. Once admit the Union, once more acknowledge the authority of 
the national Government, and, instead of devoting your houses and streets and roads to the dread uses of 
war, I and this army become at once your protectors and supporters, shielding you from danger, let it 
come from what quarter it may. I know that a few individuals cannot resist a torrent of error and passion, 
such as swept the South into rebellion, but you can point out, so that we may know those who desire a 
government, and those who insist on war and its desolation. 

You might as well appeal against the thunder-storm as against these terrible hard-ships of war. They are 
inevitable, and the only way the people of Atlanta can hope once more to live in peace and quiet at 
home, is to stop the war, which can only be done by admitting that it began in error and is perpetuated in 
pride.

We don’t want your negroes, or your horses, or your houses, or your lands, or any thing you have, but 
we do want and will have a just obedience to the laws of the United States. That we will have, and, if it 
involves the destruction of your improvements, we cannot help it…  

But, my dear sirs, when peace does come, you may call on me for any thing. Then will I share with you 
the last cracker, and watch with you to shield your homes and families against danger from every 
quarter.

Now you must go, and take with you the old and feeble, feed and nurse them, and build for them, in 
more quiet places, proper habitations to shield them against the weather until the mad passions of men 
cool down, and allow the Union and peace once more to settle over your old homes at Atlanta.  

Yours in haste,
W. T. Sherman, Major-General commanding.
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